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Benchmark your design alterations and better understand your users with remote user testing.

CUSTOMER PROFILE: 
Location:	 Europe

Industry:	 Aviation

Employees:	 30,000+

As a large European airline, the client flies millions of people per year to the far corners of the 
Earth. The airline’s UX team had two main challenges in this case:


1. Benchmark their progress with remote testing:  
The UX team looked for a remote user testing method to complement their existing UX 
research methods of interviewing travelers at their hub airport and in their user testing 
lab. The team needed a qualitative testing method that was repeatable, could be 
performed autonomously by testers, and was easily conducted on a global scale to help 
the UX team benchmark their progress as they redesigned the airline’s booking site.  

2. Research a lower conversion rate in East Asia:  
The airline’s booking site had a lower conversion rate in several East Asian countries in 
comparison to that in European countries. The UX team wanted to discover what caused 
the lower conversion rate, how it affected users in Asia, and how the team could nudge 
users to complete their bookings. The team used remote testing to study the low 
conversion rate without needing to fly their UX researchers to Asia and increasing their 
workload.

THE GOAL: 
Benchmark the performance of design 
alterations with remote user testing.


Understand what causes the lower 
conversion rate of the airline’s booking 
site in East Asia and how the UX team 
can nudge users to complete their 
bookings.

THE SERVICES: 
To achieve these outcomes, the airline 
relied on the following services:

1. UXTesting’s remote user testing 

solution 
For Android, Desktop, and iOS


2. UXTesting’s global tester panel

The Discoveries:  
The UX team conducted two remote user testing projects each with 30 first-time users from 
the East Asian countries affected by a low conversion rate as testers. 

The first project tested the airline’s standard booking website. With the discoveries from the 
first project the UX team redesigned their website and tested the new site in the second 
project. 


The most influential discoveries from the first testing project concluded the following:

1. Loading time:  

More than 50% of testers had to wait over 60 seconds for the website to load a selected 
flight, which could not be attributed to any connection issues. Many testers thought that 
the web page was not operational, tried to go back and try again. While some stated that 
they wanted to leave the website and use a competitor’s site.  

2. Language barriers:  
Almost all testers from Taiwan could not read the website in Chinese. The website was 
written in Simplified Chinese, while Taiwan uses the Traditional Chinese writing system.  

3. Unintuitive search process:  
66% of testers found the process of searching for flights unintuitive. Many testers could 
not fill in their travel plans correctly on the first try. They also thought that the search 
process had too many steps and found the feature too complicated.  

4. System usability scale score:  
The testers rated their booking experience on the website as 63 on average with the 
system usability scale in the first testing project.

The Challenge:



The Results:  
The UX team tested several alterations in the second testing project, including:


1. Shortening the perceived loading time by displaying forms requesting users’ personal 
information while a selected flight loads in the background.  

2. Including Traditional Chinese as an available language on the website.  

3. Removing several steps from the search flight process.

 

These alterations resulted in:

1. Selected flights finished loading for 80% of testers before they finished the personal 

information form and no participant selected loading times on the site as an annoyance.  

2. No testers from Taiwan visibly struggled from a language barrier after offering the website 
in Traditional Chinese and less than 25% of testers selected unclear language as an 
annoyance during the booking experience.  

3. 50% testers found the search flights process unintuitive. Nonetheless, the time testers 
needed to search for and select a flight decreased by 24% on average, from 6.20 minutes 
to 4.50 minutes.  

4. Tester rated the booking experience on the new site as 76 with the system usability scale 
on average, an increase of 13 from the first testing project (visualized in figure 1).


Overall, this case is a start to increase the site’s conversion rates in the East Asian countries 
to match the rates in Europe with a more intuitive booking process for East Asian users.

THE OUTCOME: 

• Decreased perceived loading time 
for a selected flight from more than 
a minute to less than 15 seconds


• Largely diminished the language 
barriers for users from Taiwan


• Time needed to select a flight 
reduced by 24% from 6.20 to 4.50 
minutes


• System Usability Scale score 
increased by 13 from 63 to 76

Figure 1: The average system usability scale scores of 30 testers from East Asia for the remote testing project 
on the existing booking site and for the second project after redesigning the site.

Website: www.uxtesting.io 
Contact Us: service@uxtesting.io 
Schedule a demo: sales@uxtesting.io 
Twitter: @UXTestingIO 
Linkedin: UXTesting

Benefits of UXTesting:  

✓ UXTesting is the top remote experience testing solution for enterprises.  
✓ Every organization can connect their digital products directly with real people, and make data-driven 

decisions through insightful and objective data. 
✓ Discover actionable insights on prototypes, websites, and apps on any mobile or desktop device 

more effectively and deploy an agile design and development process. 
✓ UXTesting is based in Silicon Valley and backed by the top accelerator, Techstars. 
 
To learn more, visit www.uxtesting.io
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